Advantages of clustering in the phase classification of hyperspectral materials images.
Despite the many demonstrated applications of factor analysis (FA) in analyzing hyperspectral materials images, FA does have inherent mathematical limitations, preventing it from solving certain materials characterization problems. A notable limitation of FA is its parsimony restriction, referring to the fact that in FA the number of components cannot exceed the chemical rank of a dataset. Clustering is a promising alternative to FA for the phase classification of hyperspectral materials images. In contrast with FA, the phases extracted by clustering do not have to be parsimonious. Clustering has an added advantage in its insensitivity to spectral collinearity that can result in phase mixing using FA. For representative energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy materials images, namely a solder bump dataset and a braze interface dataset, clustering generates phase classification results that are superior to those obtained using representative FA-based methods. For the solder bump dataset, clustering identifies a Cu-Sn intermetallic phase that cannot be isolated using FA alone due to the parsimony restriction. For the braze interface sample that has collinearity among the phase spectra, the clustering results do not exhibit the physically unrealistic phase mixing obtained by multivariate curve resolution, a commonly utilized FA algorithm.